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Font & navigation
We have changed the font, adjusted font 
sizes and implemented a black menu 
instead of a white.

Colour system 
Our brand colours frame the platform, traf-
fic light colours display status of your stra-
tegy and seperate set of colours are used 
for displaying all data. The navigation colour 
has changed from blue to purple. 

Strategy Builder 
Tabs have been added to give a better  
overview. 

Instead of numbers, we now have a visual 
progress bar. Mouse over and the number 
will still show.

Strategy cards now supplement lists.

Re-ordering of pillars still here, but looks 
different in the new design.

Icons moved to the right.

Dashboard view
Blue is no more indicating ’delivered’.  
Now light green is ’delivered’ and  
dark green ’in progress’. 

Numbers re-ordered to keep structure and 
alignment.

Icons changed to ”Quick view” and 
”Strategy view”. Data still the same. 
 

In strategy view we have removed charts. 
They have been moved to a tab only 
showing charts.

Initiatives list
’Strategy tree’ instead of the previous small 
icon.

Tabs added to make filtering of initiatives 
easier and quicker.

Organization view 
General clean up and content replaced.

User view
Tabs instead of lists. More easy to change 
between permissions.

Small headings implemented to give 
a better overview.

KPI view
When you click on a KPI we have now  
added historical data and progress in the 
form. Now you can see both history 
progress and predicted progress.

Small numbers in brackets
In strategy builder number in brackets  
indicates linked items (initiatives or KPIs 
from other strategies). 
 
In organisation view there are two numbers 
as well. First one shows how many users 
the org unit has. Second number shows how 
many users have permissions for that org 
unit, but is actually not part of that org unit.


